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Gas Light Co. BuiJdNow Under Construction

Eschweiler & Eschweiler
\,"cnzcl & Heuoch

THE
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Architect.
Contractors

GAS LIGHT CO. BUILDING,

MILWAUKEE, ventilation Johnson Controlled.

•

pictured here -

with space also available for public rental.

A low pressure two-pipe vacuum system of

heating will be used, steam purchased from a central station.

All direct radiation will be

by Johnson Dual (Night and Day) Thermostats:

controlled

will have all heat and

by the Gas Company,

The building will be occupied

divided into five separate

groups, each group controlled by a dual clock, as follows: Basement,
4th, 5th, 6th and 17th ~oors;
Foors; 13th and 14th ~oors.

8th, 9th,

1st, 2nd, 3rd, ~oors;

10th, 15th and 16th Foors;

11th and 12th

Thus the heat will be automatically, and most economically,

regulated night and day in separate sections and according to the varying uses of the rooms
on the different Foors.

Three supply ventilation

(fan) systems will be used: for the base-

ment, 1st and 2nd Foors (which will be the showrooms and company's
the Home Service Department

on the 13th and 14th Foors: all of them Johnson Controlled.
The

general offices);

on the 11th and 12th Foors; the Cafeteria and Kitchen
This again indicates how

Johnson System applies to every form, plan and system of heating and ventilating:

interestingly explained in literature sent upon request.

JOHNSON
Eswblislted

SERVICE COMPANY

1885

.

.

.

.,

BRANCHES

Milwaukee,

Wisconsin

IN ALL PRINCIPAL

CITIES

JOHNSON HE~rand
HUMIDITY' (ONTruOL

TheAllMetalSystem
The
All Perfect Graduated
Control or Valves and Dampers.
o

l.~~;h?~I;dlria~)r~~~:~ll~
Fuel Saving 2:> to 40 Per
Cent
.
0

•

0

•••

0

TO GIVE THE PEOPLE THE MODERN, CONVENIENT TELEPHONE

SERVICE THAT THEY

NEED

The Bell Telephone Company
of your town
An Advertisement of the American

•• •

Telephone and Telegraph Company

better methods of telephone communication.
Each
IT HAS its home in your town. Its operators are the
draws on the findings of the Bell Laboratories,
daughters of your neighbors. Its various departments
one of the greatest institutions of its kind in the
are in the hands of your own citizens, with years of
world, for the continual scientific improvement of
training in telephone engineering and management.
telephone service.
Who owns the Bell System? 450,000 people scattered
over the United States own the stock of the American
Each has the benefit of the buying power and specialized manufacturing processes of the Western Electric
Telephone and Telegraph Company and 25°,000 own
other securities of the Bell System.
Company, which supplies telephone apparatus of the
highest quality and precision for the entire Bell System.
No matter how small the part of the Bell System
Each takes advantage of every improvement in
that serves you, it has behind it research, engineering
and manufacture on a national scale. The Bell System
practice, equipment and economy.
operates through 24 companies, each designed to fit
The Bell System's ideal is to give all of the people
the particular, area it serves-to
furnish the highest
of this nation the kind of modern, convenient telestandard of service in a manner personal to the Ineeds
phone service that they want, over its wires to
of every user.
.
connect them one with another and with the
telephones of the. rest of the world. I t is your
. Serving each of thes~ 24 operating companies
~:< @!!""!i~
telephone
company, at your service with
1S the staff of the American Telephone and Tel~every resource that it commands.
graph Company, which is constantly developing
& ..
:

tV" \~
~"""f[DC'+~

THE TECHNOLOGY
REVIEW, April, 1930. Vol. XXXIl. No.6.
Published monthly from October to May and in July at 10 Ferry Street. Concord, N. H.
Publication date: twenty-seventh of tbe month preceding date of isaue, Annual subscription $3.50; Canadian and Foreign subscription $4.00. Entered 8S secondcia ss matter at the Post Office at Concord, N. H., under the Act of March 3. 1879.
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THE TABULAR VIEW
Make overhead line repairs
permanent

GRAIN ELEVATORS are being built on the
GREAT
shores of Lake Ontario and new harbors are being

by splicing in

suggested as a result of the building of the new WeIland
Ship Canal: Government engineers have just reported favorably on the development of a harbor at Oswego, N. Y.
When the canal opens in July, Lake Ontario ports will
receive much of the "ex-lake" grain now being transshipped at Buffalo, and if Oswego is to take advantage of
its opportunities, the suggestions of the Army engineers
must be consummated. Eastern ports, such as Boston, will
receive a large proportion of the trans-shipped cargoes
and they are just beginning to realize the importance to
them of the WeIland Ship Canal development. To all interested in this aspect of America's transportation development, as well as to those interested in new engineering
achievements, the article on the WeIland Ship Canal on
page 283 will be helpful and revealing. Its author, JOHN
J. ROWLANDS,
is Contributing Editor of The Review, and
readers will remember his widely quoted article, "Science
and the Front Page," presented in December.

FIBREX Tree Wire

Pick out the weak
lines - places where
been made or where
down.
Then make
by splicing FIBREX

POR YEARS the textile industry has been hard pressed
and unsuccessful. HIBBARDS. BUSBY,'14, Director of
the A. French Textile School of the Georgia School of
Technology, undertakes a diagnosis on page 288. Mr.
Busby's career has led him into the paper industry, into
the cost department and engineering division of a silk
mill, and into the laboratory as a research colorist. It is
interesting to observe that the Institute of Technology
has anticipated Professor Busby in some of his suggestions
in that it has extended its work in textile engineering not
only to students but to textile executives and directors
who wish special intensive training in fundamental research by offering a course of seventeen hours a week for
six weeks. Men busy in the industry have been able to
avail themselves of the opportunity without greatly
interfering with their regular work. With enlarged research laboratories under the direction of PROFESSORS
GEORGEB. HAVEN, '94, and EDWARDR. SCHWARTZ,
'23,
special courses have also been offered to the graduates of
the various textile schools of the country. Two options
have been available; one for those wishing to specialize
in manufacturing problems which may be summarized
under the general term of textile engineering and the
second for those desiring training in chemistry, bleaching, dyeing, and similar subjects in the field of textile
chemistry.

spots on your overhead
temporary
repairs have
the insulation has worn
your repairs permanent
Tree Wire into the line.

FIBREX

is non-metallic and non-inductive.
It cannot rust.
It prevents
arcing, short circuits and leakage.
It is the
best protection against abrasion.

It will not rot.

Every distribution
engineer
should have
a piece of FIBREX
Tree Wire.
A short
piece with full information
will be sent
promptly
upon request.

..THE MOST STRIKING

GENIUS of contemporary
architecture is probably LE CORBUSIER.
Though he
was the first to invent the phrase machine a habiter (machine for living in), he has never been content with purely
utilitarian
aims. Acutely sensitive to the rhythmic
beauty of the 'parthenon, of Santa Sophia, and of Michael
Angelo's work in St. Peter's, he seeks to create in his
buildings a similar lyricism. And it is certainly in his
work rather than in the enormous monuments of pastiche,
however tasteful and elaborate, which academic architects design, that our age finds its approximate expres(ConCluded on page 278)

SIMPLEX'MRE&CABlE @
MANUFACTURERS

201 DEVONSHIRE
FlRANCH

SAT.ES

ST., BOSTON
OFFTCF.!'!

CHICAGO. 564 W. Monroe St.
SAN FRANCISCO. 390 Fourth St.
NEW YORK. 1828 B'way
CLEVELAND. 2019 Union Trust Bldg.
JACKSONVILLE,
1010 Barnett Nat') Bank B)dg.
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If you plan to build,
send for this booklet
",V THETHER
Wstruction,

you are planning for new conor to remodel

your plant,

the

Barstow booklet will be of interest to you. It pictures
some of the important designing and building done
by us.
Barstow engineers can help you with plans, materials and construction
build

. . . . whether you want to

an office building,

factory,

powerhouse,

or

smokestack.
Barstow experts can assist you to redesign and
remodel your plant for more efficient production.
Our construction booklet will tell you more about
the work of

W. S. Barstow & Company. A represen-

tative will call at your request.

w.

S. BARSTOW & COMPANY,

INC.

Engineering- Design - Construction
50 Pine Street
New York City

412 Washington St.
Reading, Pa.
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NEW

(Concluded from page 276)

WILEY
BOOI'-S
Ready in Ma.-ch
[

Copies
Obtainable on
10 Days' Approval

11.

If

1 ]J(erriJnan's

A"leri~an fJivii
Enlrineers' Handbook
THADDEUS

MERRIMAN,

Editor-in-Chief

A complete and thorough revision has been made of this world-famous
Handhook by a group of twenty-one distinguished specialists headed
by Thaddeus Merriman and Thomas H. Wiggin. The volume presents
civil engineering as it is practiced today by the leaders in the profession.
Flexible Binding $8.00
2164 page •• 4}4" by 7". Genuine Leather Binding $10.00

~

Old HOllses
in England
By ROWLAND

C. HUNTER

This book is full of valuable and inspirational suggestions for ArchitectsDesigners, Draftsmen, etc. It contains 114 full- page plates of old English
houses photographed by the author himself, showing clearly the material, texture and detail of the buildings and giving an idea of their
natural settings.
128 page..
10~" by 13~". 1U plate s, $8.50

3 Stora;-e
Batte.-ies
By GEORGE

WOOD VINAL

This volume presents a complete treatise on the theory of batteries,
charging methods and equipment, the care of batteries, and remedies
for battery troubles. The book contains all the latest methods of
manufacture
and includes the most recent information on battery
performance.
6" by 9". $5.00
416 pages.

4

In the Realnt of
fJarbon
THE STORY OF ORGANIC CflEMISTRY
By HORACE G. DEMING

In this book the author has endeavored to give an interesting as well
as systematically instructive account of the progress and applications
of organic chemistry. The book deals completely with the fnundations
of the science, the organic chemical industries, and the chemical
activities of living cells.
Ready March 20

~ High Volta;-e
U
fJables
By LUIGI

sian." It is in this manner that the subject of MR. NoLEN'Sarticle on page 291 is described in' 'The New Interior
Decoration,"
by DOROTHYTODD and RAYMONDMORTIMER, LE CORBUSIERis becoming more and mote recognized as an outstanding figure in contemporary architecture, and his suggestions for the replanning of our cities
have received wide attention. MR. NOLEN, who reviews
his work, is a city planning landscape architect who has
achieved eminence in his field. He holds degrees from the
University of Pennsylvania, Harvard, and Hobart and in
1900 he studied at Munich, He has designed and supervised the building of innumerable civic and suburban
developments and he has acted as adjudicator of the
competitive designs for the city plan of Dublin, Ireland.
He has been associated with the New York Regional
Plan and is Past President on the National Conference on
City Planning, and of the American City Planning Institute. He is the author of "Madison, a Model City,"
. "Replanning Small Cities," "New Ideals in the Planning
of Cities, Towns, and Villages," and "New Towns for
Old." It is evident that he brings to his discussion of
LE CORBUSIERand to his commentary on PROFESSOR
and
MRS. HUBBARD'S"Our Cities Today and Tomorrow" an
immense amount of experience and learning. (l DR.
JAMESA. TOBEY, '15, is a frequent contributor to The
Review, His "Business Discovers Health" appeared in
the last issue.
THE
REVIEW for May will be the largest issue ever
published, It will contain an important article by
JAMESTRUSLOWADAMS,"Is History a Science?"; a timely
admonition to print collectors by CHARLESCHILDS; a
survey of science and engineering in Sweden by DR.
WALDEMARLINDGREN; and a biographical
sketch of
KARL T. COMPTON, President-Elect
of the Institute.
There will be reproduced a series of beautiful industrial
photographs by MARGARETBOURKE-WHITE.The issue will
exemplify The Review's policy of presenting science and
engineering not dully or prosaically, but with imagination, interpretation,
lucidity, and a sense of beauty.
There is a demand for a journal that views the world
through the eyes of the scientist and engineer and The
Review is responding to this demand. In doing so it aims
to be accurate, authoritative,
and free from sensationalIsm.

EMANUELI

This work should prove invaluable to American Cable Engineers. It
deals with the principles of engineering rather than the details of
practice and is, therefore, not geographically limited in its usefulness.
The author bas presented an excellent treatment
of the thermal,
capillary and pressure effects in cable making.
Ready March 20

Joltll Wiley
alld Sons, Inc.
440 Fourtb Avenue, New York Cit),

THE
SUBJECT reproduced on the cover of this issue is
awater color, "T-Wharf," byNELSONC~AUNCyCHASE,
'17, an instructor in the Institute's Department of Architecture, MR, CHASE has done many delightful
water
colors and undoubtedly Review readers are already acquainted with his series of the Institute. He also had a hand
in designing the present cover series, (l The Review is
desirous of locating water colors of engineering and
technical subjects. Some are already known to the Editors
but they would like to know of others for possible
reproduction.
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Executives and Engineers
consider these facts about

AIR-WAY

UnitHeaters

I. AIR-WAY UNIT HEATERS because of original design and construction
nish a greater volume of heated or treated air per second than ordinary
heaters.

furunit

2. AIR-WAY UNIT HEATERS require less fuel than the ordinary unit heater
because of the greater efficiency in operation of the heating element.

3. Cast in one piece the AIR-WAY HEATER is trouble-proof

--.:..steam and water
hammering cannot impair it, galvanic action cannot weaken it, freezing will
not crack it - it just can't leak.
AN EXPERIENCED, COMPETENTAIR-ENGINEERING DEPARTMENTIS
READY TO ApPLY ITSELF TO YOUR PARTICULARPROBLEM

Your Inquiry for Further Information Does Not Commit or Obligate You

AIR-WAY

ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCE

CORPORATION

TOLEDO, OHIO

THERMAL

"'

,ENGINEERING

DRYING

CO., BOSTON, MASS., DISTRIBUTORS

REFRIGERATION
AIR-COND ITIONING

HEATING

Teco Air-Conditioning System
TECO
SYSTEMS

is a simplified application of refrigeration, heating, and humidifying, resulting in greatly increased efficiency and minimum maintenance.
Teco hygroscopic control is completely automatic, easily
and instantaneously
adjusted to any temperature or humidity
wi thin its range.
Vole have also specialized in the application of the Unit
Heater and endorse the Air-Way Unit as the leader in its field.

G. B. BAILEY

THERMAL
45 BROMFIELD

'22

R. E. SHERBROOKE '22

ENGINEERING

STREET

COMPANY

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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EVENLY

BALANCED

EXPERIENCE
STEAM power stations, water power
developments,
industrial
plants,
monumental buildings and other structures of varied types and magnitude are
included in recent Stone Be Webster
Engineering Corporation work. We
offer our wide experience to utilities,
industrials, institutions, and others in
planning and building projects of aU
kinds.
I

.

The Cathedral of Learning for the Unive<si,y of Pittsburgh
n.ow under construction

STONE Be WEBSTER ENGINEERING CORPORATION
BUILDERS
Cbule. Z. Klauder. Arcmtea

STONE

&

WEBSTER

ENGINEERING
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H. Armstrong Roberts

BIG POWER
ROAD ENGI

ES WITH STEAM UP, WAITING FOR THE RU
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